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ABSTRACT

We have carried out a systematic search for close supermassive black hole binaries (with sub-parsec
separations) among z <

∼
0.7 quasars observed spectroscopically in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Such

binaries are predicted by models of supermassive black hole and host galaxy co-evolution, therefore their
census and population properties constitute an important test of these models. Accordingly, we used an
automatic technique based on spectroscopic principal component analysis to search for broad Hβ emission
lines that are displaced from the rest-frame of the quasar by |∆v| >

∼
1, 000 km s−1 (corresponding to binary

periods and separations of P ∼ few × 100 yr and a ∼ few × 0.1 pc, respectively, for masses ∼ 108 M⊙).
This method can also yield candidates for rapidly recoiling black holes since their spectroscopic signature
is similar. Our search yielded 88 candidates, several of which were previously identified and discussed in
the literature. The widths of the broad Hβ lines are typical among quasars but the shifts are extreme. We
found a correlation between the peak offset and skewness of the broad Hβ profiles (there is an extended
wing on the opposite side of the profile from the shifted peak), which suggests that the profiles we have
selected . The general properties of the narrow emission lines are typical of quasars. We carried out
followup spectroscopic observations of 68 objects to search for changes in the peak velocities of the Hβ
lines (the time interval in the observer’s frame between the original and new observations is 1–10 yr and
5.7–10.0 yr in 2/3 of the cases). We measured statistically significant changes (at 99% confidence) in 14
objects, with resulting accelerations between −120 and +120 km s−1 yr−1. The above results, taken at
face value, are broadly consistent with predictions for the number of close supermassive binaries in the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey quasar sample.

1. introduction

1.1. Theoretical Background and Motivation

The realization that the masses of the nuclear super-
massive black holes (BHs) hosted by massive galaxies are
related to the mass of the stellar spheroid of the host (e.g.,
Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) has led
to the development of new numerical and semi-analytic
galaxy evolution models. Such models (e.g., Volonteri
et al. 2003; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2006)
attribute the observed correlation to co-evolution of the
black hole and the host via hierarchical galaxy mergers
and accretion. Close supermassive black hole binaries (SB-
HBs) appear to be an inevitable stage in the evolution of
the post-merger remnant. SBHBs have also been invoked
to explain a variety of observations. Examples include
stellar dynamical models that seek to explain the forma-
tion of cores in elliptical galaxies following a merger and
mass deficits therein (e.g., Milosavljević et al. 2002; Mer-
ritt 2006), and the morphologies of some radio sources
(such as precessing jets and X-shaped sources; see Roos,
Kaastra, & Hummel 1993; Romero et al. 2000; Merritt
& Ekers 2002; Gopal-Krishna, Biermann, & Wiita 2003).
SBHBs are also expected to be among the primary sources
of gravitational waves detectable by the Laser Interferom-
eter Space Antenna (LISA; e.g., Sesana et al. 2005).

The evolution of SBHBs following the merger of their

parent galaxies was first described by Begelman, Bland-
ford, & Rees (1980). The early evolution (sinking of the
BHs towards the center of the remnant and decay of the
orbit via dynamical friction) proceeds relatively quickly,
on a time scale comparable to the dynamical time of the
parent galaxies (∼ 108 years). Once the binary “hardens”
(i.e., the orbital speed becomes comparable to the stellar
velocity dispersion) the evolution slows down as the orbital
decay relies primarily on scattering of stars. If the number
of stars whose orbits allow close encounters with the binary
can be replenished efficiently, the process can shrink the
orbit to a separation where the emission of gravitational
waves becomes an effective orbital decay mechanism and
the binary can coalesce within a Hubble time. However,
it is still unknown whether this replenishment is possible
via stellar dynamical processes (see, for example, discus-
sions in Milosavljević & Merritt 2003; Berczik et al. 2006;
Sesana, Haardt, & Madau 2007). Therefore, the possibil-
ity that the orbital evolution of the binary may stall at
a separation <

∼
1 pc remains open (this is known as “the

last parsec problem”). Alternative mechanisms for the de-
cay of the binary orbit have been explored in an effort to
solve this problem, most notably drag by a large gaseous
reservoir (e.g. a disk) or torques on a binary at short sep-
arations by a circumbinary disk(e.g. Escala et al. 2004;
Dotti et al. 2007, 2009b; Cuadra et al. 2009; Lodato et al.
2009).
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Despite their importance and the theoretical attention
they have received, robust, dynamical evidence for the ex-
istence of large numbers of SBHBs at separations < 1 pc
(the slowest phase in their evolution according to Begel-
man et al. 1980) remains elusive. Discovering such sys-
tems and obtaining a census of their population properties
would serve as a test of galaxy evolution models and would
provide valuable constraints for stellar and gas dynamical
models for the decay of the binary orbit. It would also
validate explanations of observed phenomena that appeal
to such SBHBs.

The above evolutionary scenarios along with the new
observational work on this subject (described below) have
prompted the development of models for the observational
signature of such binaries, such as the behavior of the emis-
sion lines from gas accreting onto the two BHs. The ob-
servational signature that is thought to provide the most
direct, dynamical evidence for SBHBs is based on an anal-
ogy with spectroscopic binary stars. In this picture the
emission lines from gas bound to one or both of the BHs
(the broad-line region or BLR) are Doppler-shifted ac-
cording to the line-of-sight velocity of the source. Bog-
danović et al. (2008) have studied the interaction of the
less massive (hereafter secondary) BH with the accretion
disk around the more massive (primary) one in a close, ec-
centric binary and have highlighted the potentially com-
plex variability of the emission line profiles. Hayasaki,
Mineshige, & Sudu (2007) and Cuadra et al. (2009) devel-
oped smoothed-particle hydrodynamic (SPH) models for
the gas flow from a circumbinary disk onto disks around
the individual BHs, based on which they make predictions
about the relative accretion rates. In the context of such
a picture of a binary within a circumbinary disk, Mon-
tuori et al. (2010) have used photoionization models to
compute the relative strengths of the broad emission lines
from these systems in an effort to devise spectroscopic di-
agnostics for SBHBs. Shen & Loeb (2010a) present a toy
model of the BLRs in SBHB in which they employ test par-
ticles to represent clouds of gas in gravitationally bound
orbits in the system and discuss its consequences for ob-
servational searches for SBHBs. Although this model is
unrealistic5 and the predicted line profiles cannot be used
as a basis for quantitative tests, the authors make the very
important point that, at short separations the BLR would
envelope the entire binary. This point was also made by M.
Penston in 1988, as noted in footnote 3 of Chen, Halpern,
& Filippenko (1989).

A related development in numerical relativity is the cal-
culation of the recoil speed (or “kick”) of a BH resulting
from the inspiral and merger of two BHs. A review of the
recent literature on this subject can be found in Centrella
et al. (2010a,b). The most extreme recoil speed expected
from this effect is ∼ 4000 km s−1 for a special orientation
of the spins of the two BHs relative to their orbital plane.
However, under most other configurations, the recoil speed
is considerably lower than this value (e.g., Campanelli et
al. 2007a,b; Baker et al. 2008). As noted by Bogdanović,
Reynolds, & Miller (2007), in a realistic astrophysical case
the spins of the two BHs may be aligned with the or-
bital axis as a result of the previous evolution of the bi-

nary in a gaseous environment. In such a case, the recoil
speeds would be rather low, namely of order a few hun-
dred km s−1. Indeed, Dotti et al. (2010) predict, based on
detailed and extensive simulations, that the recoil speeds
are likely to be distributed in the range 10–100 km s−1.

As in the SBHB case, finding recoiling BHs and study-
ing their population properties would be quite valuable.
It would provide a test of calculations for the recoil speed
but also much-needed constraints on models of the astro-
physical implications for such kicks. A particularly inter-
esting consequence of kicks is that they can propel the
BH out of the host galaxy if they are strong enough (i.e.,
>
∼

1, 000 km s−1), which could influence the cosmological
evolution of BHs (e.g., Volonteri et al. 2010). Otherwise,
kicks can disturb the morphology of the host galaxy or off-
set an active nucleus from the center of its host (e.g., Gua-
landris & Merritt 2008; Komossa & Merritt 2008; Blecha
et al. 2007). A potential observational signature of re-
coiling BHs is a Doppler shift of the broad emission lines
originating in a BLR that is bound to the recoiling BH
(see Loeb 2007). Another possibility is that the recoiling
BH may accrete gas that it encounters along its trajec-
tory, which could lead to a prolonged AGN phase lasting
up to 0.1–1 Gyr Blecha et al. (2007). For large kicks, the
spectroscopic signature of such a system is similar to the
signature one might expect from some sub-parsec SBHBs,
implying that a systematic search for SBHBs based on this
idea may also yield useful constraints on the frequency of
large kicks.

1.2. Observational Searches for Close Binary and
Recoiling Holes in Historical Perspective

Until recently, direct imaging had resolved very few
(presumably unbound) wide BH pairs, such as NGC 6240
(Komossa et al. 2003), and a close pair, CSO0402+379
(Maness et al. 2004; Rodriguez et al. 2006, 2009). Recent
spectroscopic surveys, however, have uncovered a substan-
tial population of moderate-redshift AGNs with offset or
double-peaked, narrow [O iii] emission lines. Although
some of the offset or double-peaked [O iii] lines could arise
in biconical outflows from single active nuclei (see Cren-
shaw et al. 2010), some of them turn out to trace dual ac-
tive nuclei in merging galaxies, as shown by followup stud-
ies (e.g., Comerford et al. 2009a,b; Liu et al. 2010a,b; Shen
et al. 2010b; Smith et al. 2010b; Fu et al. 2010). These dual
active nuclei have separations of order a few kiloparsec (a
representative example is COSMOSJ100043.15+020637.2,
reported by Comerford et al. 2009b).

In contrast, close, bound binaries, at sub-parsec separa-
tions, have been quite elusive as they cannot be resolved
spatially. Nevertheless, such close binaries are of partic-
ular interest because they represent the slowest phase in
the evolution of such a system, according to Begelman et
al. (1980). In a well-known case, the ∼ 12-year periodic
modulation in the long-term light curve of OJ 287 has
been explained in terms of a close SBHB (e.g., Valtonen
et al. 2008, and references therein). Other cases rely on a
different type of indirect evidence, the detection of broad
emission-lines with displaced peaks in quasar spectra. The
underlying hypothesis here is that one or both of the two

5 In addition to the shortcomings mentioned by the authors themselves, we also note that the basic premise of a BLR consisting of discrete
clouds is not supported by observations (see, for example, Laor et al. 2006, and references therein). Even if a spherical system with crossing
orbits like the one assumed could be set up, it would be destroyed by collisions on a very short time scale (see Mathews & Capriotti 1985).
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BHs in a SBHB has a gaseous BLR associated with it that
emits the broad, permitted lines that are characteristic of
quasar spectra. Thus, the orbital motion of the binary
causes the lines to shift periodically making the spectrum
analogous to that of a single- or double-lined spectroscopic
binary star (see Komberg 1968; Begelman et al. 1980). In
the context of this hypothesis, Gaskell (1983, 1984) iden-
tified two quasars, 3C 227 and Mrk 668, whose broad Hβ
emission lines were shifted from their nominal positions by
2,000–3,000 km s−1 and proposed that these are examples
of close SBHBs in which only one of the two BLRs is vis-
ible. He also suggested that quasars with double-peaked
emission lines, such as 3C 390.3, could represent SBHB
in which both BLRs are visible. Indeed, an observed sys-
tematic drift of the blue-shifted, broad Hβ peak in the
spectrum of 3C 390.3 between 1968 and 1988 was consis-
tent with this hypothesis (Gaskell 1996). However, this
behavior is a rather uncommon feature of double-peaked
emission lines (e.g., Gezari et al. 2007; Lewis et al. 2010)
and, in fact, the trend observed in 3C 390.3 did not con-
tinue past 1990 (Eracleous et al. 1997; Shapovalova et al.
2001). Moreover, in a detailed study of the long-term vari-
ability of double-peaked emission lines in three quasars,
Eracleous et al. (1997) did not detect the behavior ex-
pected from a binary BLR associated with an SBHB and
also noted a number of contradictions between this in-
terpretation and the observed properties of these objects.
Finally, long-term variability studies of about two dozen
double-peaked emitters (Gezari et al. 2007; Lewis et al.
2010) do not show the signature of orbital motion and
a number of arguments suggest that broad double-peaked
lines are much more likely to originate in an accretion disk
(see discussion in Eracleous & Halpern 2003). Neverthe-
less, the binary black hole hypothesis remains a reasonable
explanation for broad, single-peaked Balmer lines that are
shifted from their nominal wavelengths. It is interesting
that a number of such cases have been known for quite
some time among nearby Seyfert galaxies. An inspection
of the spectroscopic atlas of Stirpe (1990) reveals several
examples, of which Mrk 876 and NGC 5548 6 are particu-
larly striking.

The recent theoretical work on the evolution of black
holes in merging galaxies has been accompanied by new
observational work directed at identifying close (sub-
parsec) SBHBs. A handful of quasars from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), whose broad Hβ lines have
peaks that are displaced from their nominal wavelengths
by a few thousand km s−1, have been noted and dis-
cussed. The quasar SDSS J092712.65+294344.0 was in-
terpreted as a SBHB by Bogdanović, Eracleous, & Sig-
urdsson (2009) and Dotti et al. (2009a), although it was
proposed by Komossa, Zhou, & Liu (2008) as a candi-
date recoiling BH (see also our discussion below). The
quasar SDSS J153636.22+044127.0 was identified by Boro-
son & Lauer (2009) who attributed its strong, broad,
blueshifted Hβ peak to a BLR around one of the members
of a SBHB. However, Chornock et al. (2010) and Gaskell
(2010) called this interpretation into question based on
the presence of a prominent red shoulder in the Hα pro-
file, which is also discernible in the Hβ profile, and sug-

gested that the Balmer lines originate in a perturbed disk
around a single black hole. Yet another interpretation for
this object was offered by Tang & Grindlay (2009), who
proposed that this quasar does harbor a SBHB and the
profiles of the Balmer lines comprise contributions from
an accretion disk around the primary BH, a BLR as-
sociated with the secondary BH, and a more extended
gaseous region surrounding the binary. An interpreta-
tion similar to that of Tang & Grindlay (2009) was also
discussed by Barrows et al. (2011) for the Hβ profile of
SDSS J093201.60+031858.7. A fourth case, 4C+22.25
(a.k.a. SDSS J100021.80+223318.7) was recently reported
and discussed by Decarli et al. (2010). The Hβ profile of
this object is reminiscent of SDSS J092712.65+294344.0
(a broad peak blueshifted by 8,700 km s−1), but the large
blueshift of the peak makes a rapidly-recoiling BH inter-
pretation untenable. In a very recent study, Tsalamantza
et al. (2011) have used an automatic method to search sys-
tematically through the SDSS DR7 spectroscopic database
(including 54,586 objects classified as quasars and 3,929
objects classified as galaxies at 0.1 < z < 1.5) for objects
with displaced emission line peaks. They have uncovered
five new SBHB candidates, in addition to the ones noted
above. All of the above objects should be regarded as
preliminary candidates for SBHBs in the absence of addi-
tional evidence. This is because our lack of understanding
of the structure and properties of the BLR does not pre-
clude that such unusual line profiles can originate from the
BLR around a single BH. The case would be strengthened
if the displaced peaks are observed to drift in time, as one
would expect for the lines of a spectroscopic binary star.

A systematic search for recoiling BHs was undertaken
only recently, motivated by the new developments in nu-
merical relativity. Bonning et al. (2007) studied the dis-
tribution of shifts of the broad Hβ lines in the SDSS
DR3 quasar sample and found that shifts greater than
800 km s−1 occur in only 0.2% of cases, with progressively
more stringent limits for larger shifts. The latest stud-
ies for the distribution of kicks (e.g., Dotti et al. 2010)
suggest that the vast majority of recoil speeds should be
<
∼

100 km s−1, which means that recoiling BHs would not
be easily identifiable in the sample of Bonning et al. (2007).

Three candidate rapidly recoiling black holes have been
noted and discussed in the recent literature, but their cases
are ambiguous or controversial. As we mentioned above,
SDSS J092712.65+294344.0 was identified by Komossa et
al. (2008) via its shifted Hβ line, who suggested that this
is a rapidly-recoiling black hole. However, a number of dif-
ferent interpretations were offered by followup papers, in-
cluding a binary black hole (Bogdanović et al. 2009; Dotti
et al. 2009a), a chance superposition of objects at different
redshifts on the sky (Shields et al. 2009b), and a superposi-
tion of objects in the same, massive galaxy cluster (Heck-
man et al. 2009). Similarly SDSS J105041.35+345631.3
was discovered through a visual inspection of a large num-
ber of SDSS quasars and discussed by Shields et al. (2009a)
and Smith et al. (2010a). These authors noted that the
relatively symmetric displaced peaks of the Balmer lines
suggest a rapidly recoiling BH but differences between the
profiles of broad lines from different ions (H i and Mg ii)

6 The variations of the Hβ profile of NGC 5548 were discussed by Peterson, Korista, & Cota (1987) in the context of a SBHB model. However,
the wealth of data available today indicate that the variability properties of this object do not support such an interpretation (e.g., Wanders
& Peterson 1996; Peterson et al. 2002; Sergeev et al. 2007).
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suggests that the lines are actually double-peaked but ex-
tremely asymmetric, which would point to an origin in
a perturbed accretion disk. Finally, Civano et al. (2010)
suggested that one of the two nuclei CID-42 (a.k.a. COS-
MOS J100043.15+020637.2; see the first paragraph of this
section) could also be a rapidly recoiling BH.

The ambiguity surrounding the objects mentioned in the
previous paragraph stems from the fact that the available
data do not allow us to definitively distinguish between
SBHBs and rapidly recoiling BHs. The detection of a
change in the velocity offset of the broad lines would favor
the SBHB over the recoiling BH interpretation, although
it would not provide iron-clad evidence, as we discuss in
more detail in later sections of this paper. One can argue
against a recoiling BH interpretation in some particular
cases on theoretical grounds, since recoil speeds far in ex-
cess of 100 km s−1 are extremely unlikely (e.g., Dotti et
al. 2010) and speeds above 4,000 km s−1 are unattain-
able (e.g., Campanelli et al. 2007a,b). An indirect test has
been described by Bonning et al. (2007) and re-iterated by
Shields et al. (2009a) in which the displaced broad lines
have fairly symmetric profiles and the prominent narrow
lines have similar widths, regardless of ionization state.
The underlying hypothesis here is that the broad lines are
emitted from an otherwise ordinary BLR that is attached
to the recoiling BH (see Loeb 2007) and that the narrow
lines are emitted from the galaxy where the BH originated,
which is now illuminated from the outside.

2. scope and goals of our program and
considerations underlying the selection of

candidates and search strategy

Motivated by the above, we have embarked on a sys-
tematic search for quasars whose broad (single-peaked)
Hβ lines are offset from their nominal wavelengths by
|∆v| >

∼
1, 000 km s−1. We regard such objects as candi-

dates for close (sub-parsec) SBHBs or rapidly recoiling
BHs and have begun followup observations to search for
changes in the shifts of their broad lines. Even though we
adopt this as our working hypothesis, we emphasize that
such line profiles need not be signposts of SBHBs. One can
envision scenarios in which such line profiles can originate
from the BLR associated with a single BH that does not
have a companion. Thus, the mere detection of an offset
in the broad Balmer lines yields only weak candidates for
SBHBs or rapidly recoiling BHs. The detection of gradual
drifts in the broad Balmer lines via followup observations
strengthens the case for a SBHB, but a convincing demon-
stration that a specific object harbors a SBHB requires us
to observe (ideally) a few orbital cycles. We return to these
issues in §7, where we offer a more extensive discussion.

Based on the models of Volonteri et al. (2009) we would
optimistically expect up to ∼ 160 sub-parsec SBHBs in
the sample that we have searched. However, there are sig-
nificant theoretical uncertainties and models by these au-
thors based on different assumptions yield a number that
is lower by an order of magnitude. Since the SBHB phase
is thought to be considerably longer than the accretion
phase of a recoiling BH and since the expected distribu-
tion of recoil speeds is heavily weighted towards low speeds
(|v| ≪ 1, 000 km s−1) we expect that only a very small
fraction of the the quasars we select will be candidate re-

coiling BHs (see Bogdanović et al. 2007; Dotti et al. 2009a,
2010).

If the binaries evolve within a large-scale gaseous disk,
as suggested by recent theoretical studies (e.g., Dotti et al.
2007, 2009b), we would expect that their orbits will have
circularized by the time they reach sub-parsec orbital sep-
arations. At this evolutionary stage, binaries open a hole
at the center of the circumbinary disk and the secondary
BH orbits closer to the gas reservoir and has easier access
to it. Therefore, the accretion rate onto the secondary is
considerably higher than that onto the primary (see the re-
cent work by Hayasaki et al. 2007 and Cuadra et al. 2009,
building on previous calculations by Artymowicz & Lubow
1996 and Gould & Rix 2000), which leads us to attribute
any shifted emission lines we detect to a BLR associated
with the secondary. The resonant interaction of the bi-
nary with the circumbinary disk could lead to an increase
in the eccentricity. This is a somewhat uncertain process,
which depends on the thermodynamic properties of the
circumbinary disk and the amount of gas accreted by the
BHs (see Artymowicz et al. 1991; Armitage & Natarajan
2005; Cuadra et al. 2009; Rödig et al. 2011).

Since the main observable we employ is the velocity off-
set of the broad Hβ line, we consider here how the prop-
erties of detectable binaries might depend on this quan-
tity. For the sake of simplicity we assume that the or-
bit is circular. Following Bogdanović et al. (2009), we
write the magnitude of the observed velocity shift (i.e.,
projected along the line of sight) of the broad lines from
the BLR of the secondary, u2, in terms of the true orbital
speed, V2, as u2 = V2 sin i | sin φ|, where i is the inclina-
tion of the orbit (i = 0◦ is face on), φ = 2π(t − t0)/P is
the orbital phase, and P is the period. We express the
period and orbital separation of the binary in terms of
the total mass, M8 = (M1 + M2)/108 M⊙, mass ratio,
q = M2/M1 < 1, and the projected velocity of the sec-
ondary, u2,3 = u2/103 km s−1 as:

P = 2652 M8

[

sin i | sinφ|

(1 + q)u2,3

]3

yr (1)

and

a = 0.432 M8

[

sin i | sinφ|

(1 + q)u2,3

]2

pc. (2)

If the emission lines trace the motion of the the primary
instead, the above equations can be adapted by replacing
u2,3 by u1,3/q, where u1,3 = u1/103 km s−1 (u1 is the pro-
jected speed of the primary). For the sake of estimating
typical binary periods and separations, we set i = φ = 45◦,
which yields

P =
332 M8

(1 + q)3 u3
2,3

(

sin i

sin 45◦
| sin φ|

sin 45◦

)3

yr (3)

and

a =
0.11 M8

(1 + q)2 u2
2,3

(

sin i

sin 45◦
| sinφ|

sin 45◦

)2

pc. (4)

In other words, if we measure the projected speed of the
secondary BH to be of order 103 km s−1 in a binary with
q ≪ 1 and M8 ∼ 1, then it is reasonable to expect the
binary to have a period of order a few centuries and a sub-
parsec separation. We note here that the mass of the sec-
ondary cannot be arbitrarily small since it is constrained
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by the requirement that the accretion luminosity be high
enough for this object to appear as a quasar. If the emis-
sion lines trace the motion of the primary instead, then
the period and separation would be smaller by factors of
q3 and q2, respectively. These long orbital periods high-
light a significant difficulty in securely identifying SBHBs:
orbital periods are very long compared to a human life-
time, hence the observation of even a single orbital cycle
requires considerable patience and persistence. In an op-
timistic scenario, where the binary has a mass and a pro-
jected velocity offset such that M8 ≈ 0.1 and u2,3 ≈ 2,
the orbital period could be as short as a decade, however.
We will return to this issue in §7 where we will consider
the likelihood of observing a system with a specific set of
properties.

As we noted above, the case for a displaced broad line
signaling the presence of a binary becomes stronger if the
shift of the line is observed to change with time. In the
context of the binary picture outlined in the previous para-
graph, the projected acceleration is given by

∣

∣

∣

∣

du2

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 2.4
u4

2,3 (1 + q)3

M8 sin3 i

∣

∣

∣

∣

cosφ

sin4 φ

∣

∣

∣

∣

km s−1 yr−1

(5)

= 19
u4

2,3 (1 + q)3

M8

(

sin 45◦

sin i

)3

×
| cosφ|

cos 45◦

(

sin 45◦

sin φ

)4

km s−1 yr−1

The time intervals (in the observer’s frame) between the
original SDSS observations and the new observations car-
ried out in our program are in the range of 5–10 years.
Thus, for sub-parsec binaries with orbital periods of order
centuries, it is reasonable to expect the line shifts to have
changed by 100–200 km s−1. Our survey was, therefore,
designed to detect changes of this order. If, however, the
broad line shifts trace the motion of the primary, then,

It is noteworthy that |duj/dt| ∝ Vj | cosφ|, while uj ∝
Vj | sinφ| (where j = 1, 2 labels the BH), i.e., the speed and
acceleration are 1

4 cycle out of phase during their oscilla-
tion. This means that binaries near conjunction should
display small velocity offsets but large accelerations, while
binaries near quadrature should display large velocity off-
sets and small accelerations. As noted by Bogdanović et
al. (2009), this represents an inherent difficulty in making
a case for a SBHB because large accelerations should be
accompanied by small line shifts and vice versa.

With these considerations in mind, in §3 we describe in
detail how we selected our sample out of the SDSS spec-
troscopic database and we present the basic properties of
the resulting objects, while in §4 we present a detailed
study of the spectroscopic properties of these objects. In
§5 we present our followup (“2nd-epoch”) observations and
compare the followup spectra to the SDSS spectra. The
techniques we used to search for velocity changes in the
displaced broad peaks are described in §6 and in §7 we
summarize and discuss our results.

3. target selection

The basis for our identification of candidates for the
target list is a principal component analysis (PCA) tech-
nique described in detail by Boroson & Lauer (2010). We
applied this technique to the SDSS spectra of 15,900 QSOs
having redshift z < 0.7, from the catalog of Schneider et
al. (2010). We note that this catalog includes only ob-
jects more luminous than Mi = −22. The input variables
were the spectra themselves, shifted to rest and trimmed
to the wavelength range 4290–5400 Å, centered roughly
on the Hβ region. Eigenspectra were generated from a
subset of these (1,000 objects) with the highest signal-to-
noise. Although the spectrum of almost every object could
be modeled to within its noise by using a large number
of eigenspectra, our goal was to identify the objects with
the worst fits as candidates for our sample. Thus, we re-
constructed each of the 15,900 spectra using only the five
most significant eigenspectra. This effectively limits the
reconstruction such that it can only reproduce the most
common features and characteristics of the line profiles.

We adopted a threshold of χ2/ν > 3 (where ν is the
number of degrees of freedom, i.e., the number of spectral
pixels) as a starting point for identifying spectra that were
fitted poorly and were therefore candidate offset-peak ob-
jects. This gave us 910 objects. Note that this threshold
value is arbitrary and is dependent on the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) of the spectrum. A very high-S/N spectrum
with a slightly unusual line profile will result in a poor fit.
However, we thought that this approach would tend to err
on the side of including many objects that we would later
reject, and so it is inherently conservative.

We visually inspected the 910 spectra identified by the
automatic selection algorithm and applied the following
additional criteria. We excluded most objects in which
the peak of the broad Hβ line was shifted by less than
1,000 km s−1 from the peak of the narrow Hβ line (in-
terpreted as the systemic redshift) since any offset broad-
line peak is blended with the narrow Hβ line and diffi-
cult to discern. Identifying the peak of the broad line
was subjective in some cases, particularly in noisy spec-
tra. We excluded Hβ profiles with shelves and inflections,
if they had a dominant broad peak at v ≈ 0 (examples
of quasars with such profiles that were excluded are SDSS
J121716.08+080942.0, SDSS J143452.45+483942.8, SDSS
J154348.62+401324.9, and SDSS J154929.43+023701.1;
see Figure 5 of Zamfir et al. 2010). We also excluded
clear double-peaked emitters, i.e., objects with two clearly
separated broad peaks on either side of the narrow Hβ
line. This is because variability studies have tested and
rejected the hypothesis that such profiles are indicative
of SBHBs (Eracleous et al. 1997; Gezari et al. 2007;
Lewis et al. 2010). However, we retained objects whose
broad Hβ profiles have a strong displaced peak plus an
extended wing or shoulder on the opposite side of the
narrow Hβ line (a prime example of such an object
is SDSS J153636.22+044127.0, presented by Boroson &
Lauer 2009, while additional examples from our collection

7 Objects with such profiles have been termed “extreme double-peaked emitters” and have been discussed as alternative interpretations for
broad displaced peaks to SBHBs (e.g. Shields et al. 2009b; Lauer & Boroson 2009; Decarli et al. 2010). These two explanations are not mutually
exclusive, of course. The unusual profiles of extreme double-peaked emitters could be the result of perturbation of the line-emitting disk from
a companion BH in a SBHB (e.g., Eracleous et al. 1995; Bogdanović et al. 2008; Tang & Grindlay 2009). However, similar perturbations can
be caused by the self gravity of the disk.
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are identified in §4.3)7. We also retained flat-topped pro-
files, if these were not centered at v = 0 since they could
be a manifestation of a single broad-line region bound to
a SBHB (see Shen & Loeb 2010a). This subjective, visual
classification process resulted in a sample of 88 objects
that met all our criteria. To these we added two more ob-
jects listed by Strateva et al. (2003), which had not been
selected by our χ2/ν > 3 condition. Again, we stress that
this is not a complete sample in any sense, though we be-
lieve that it includes almost all of the objects that fit our
criteria.

According to Volonteri et al. (2009) there may be up
to 150 detectable SBHBs with q > 0.01 in the sample of
15,900 quasars we have searched. However, models based
on different assumptions predict up to an order of magni-
tude lower numbers, and the predictions are, in fact, con-
sistent with zero when theoretical uncertainties are con-
sidered.

The 88 objects making up the resulting sample, along
with their basic properties are listed in Table 1. This sam-
ple is considerably larger than the few objects with case
studies published so far. In columns 1–5 of this table we
give the redshift, apparent V magnitude, Galactic V-band
extinction in the direction of the source, and the abso-
lute V magnitude for each quasar. These quantities were
obtained as described in §4.1. Hereafter, we will adopt ab-
breviated designations for these objects using the first six
digits of the right ascension (i.e., down to integer seconds,
e.g., Jhhmmss). With this convention we can refer to the
objects in Table 1 uniquely. In columns 6–10 of Table 1
we list the particulars of the spectroscopic observations of
each target, starting with the original SDSS observations
(additional rows refer to followup observations described
in §5).

Some of the objects in Table 1 were identified previously
and discussed by other authors, as follows.

• The quasar J140700 is Mrk 668, one of the first two
candidate SBHBs proposed by Gaskell (1983). It
is noteworthy that the other candidate SBHB of
Gaskell (1983), 3C 227, was also observed during the
SDSS (designated SDSS J094745.14+072520.5) but
was not selected by our algorithm. This is because
the profile of its broad Hβ line at the time of the
SDSS spectroscopic observation (UT 2003/03/26)
was relatively symmetric and centered at the nomi-
nal wavelength of the line. We will return to these
two objects in our discussion of interesting cases in
later sections of the paper.

• We have recovered three objects that have received
attention in the recent literature: J092712 and
J105041 (see §1.2), as well J153636 (originally dis-
covered by this method). We have also recovered an
object noted by Bonning et al. (2007), J0918338. In
§4.2 we compare in more detail the properties of the
broad Hβ lines from our sample to the findings of
Bonning et al. (2007) and to statistical studies by
other authors.

• Our sample has 13 objects in common with the
list of 32 objects of Tsalamantza et al. (2011), who

also used an automatic selection algorithm to search
through the SDSS DR7 spectroscopic database. Of
these 13 objects, four are the objects listed in the
previous paragraph, two are newly selected SBHB
candidates by both us and them (J115449 and
J171448), while the remaining seven are objects
that we regard as SBHB candidates while they
have classified as having asymmetric line profiles or
“other.” There are four SBHB candidates in the list
of Tsalamantza et al. (2011) that are not in our sam-
ple: J0932+0318, J1000+2233, J1012+2613, and
J1539+3333 (using their naming convention). The
second and third of these four they also classified as
double-peaked emitters (we agree with this classifi-
cation) which is why they are not included in our
sample.

• Five of the objects in our sample, J001224, J015530,
J094603, J114755, and J120924 were noted by Zam-
fir et al. (2010) as unusual cases that illustrate the
wide diversity of Balmer line profiles in quasars.
Several other objects in the Zamfir et al. (2010)
study are worthy of mention, because they are not
included in our sample. Two objects, J101912 and
J162345, are below the luminosity threshold of the
Schneider et al. (2010) QSO list. Three objects,
J074948, J084203, and J143511, have broad Hβ lines
with peaks that are less than 1,000 km s−1 from the
narrow Hβ line. One of these appeared in our candi-
date list with a χ2/ν value of 3.92 and was rejected
upon visual inspection. The other two had χ2/ν
values just below our cutoff.

• Nine of the objects in our sample are also in the
sample of z < 0.33 quasars with double-peaked Hα
lines by Strateva et al. (2003), selected from the
SDSS DR3. These are J001224, J022014, J074157,
J081329, J093844, J110742, J115644, J143455, and
J172711. Of these, J081329 and J172711 have
Balmer-line profiles whose centroid is somewhat
blueshifted and with a strong blue peak and a
weak red shoulder. As such their classification is
somewhat ambiguous. The remaining seven ob-
jects have very skewed Balmer-line profiles with
one clearly displaced peak, but a second peak is
not clearly present, making their classification as
double-peaked emitters questionable. Thus, we have
retained all of these objects in our sample. We note
that J001224 was used as an illustrative example of
SBHB candidate by Shen & Loeb (2010a).

In the next section we present the basic properties of the
sample objects and we study their spectra, paying partic-
ular attention to the profiles of their Hβ lines.

4. properties of the sample

4.1. SDSS Observations and Basic Properties of Sample
Objects

The apparent V magnitudes of the sample quasars were
determined from the SDSS PSF magnitudes in the g and r
bands, using the transformation equations of Jester et al.

8 Bonning et al. (2007) drew attention to this object because it had the largest velocity offset in their sample
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(2005). We obtained the redshifts of the sample quasars
by measuring the peak wavelength of the [O iii] λ5007 line
and by adopting a rest vacuum wavelength of 5008.239 Å
for this line (since the SDSS spectra are on a vacuum wave-
length scale). From this redshift, we determined the dis-
tance modulus using the prescriptions of Hogg (1999)9,
adopting the following cosmological parameters: H0 =
73 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73. Thus,
we obtained the absolute V magnitudes, taking into ac-
count Galactic extinction (from Schlegel, Finkbeiner, &
Davis 1998), but not K corrections. The redshift, appar-
ent V magnitude, and absolute V magnitude distributions
are shown in the histograms of Figure 1. We note that the
median redshift of our targets is 0.32, while the full range
of redshifts extends from 0.077 to 0.713.

In columns 6–10 of Table 1 we give a log of the spectro-
scopic observations of the objects in our sample, including
the UT date of the observation, the telescope and instru-
ment configuration, the exposure time, the signal-to-noise
ratio in the spectrum (S/N), and the rest-frame wave-
length range covered by the spectrum. The table includes
a separate block for each object, with the first row of each
block giving the particulars of the SDSS observations. The
instrument configurations are summarized in Table 2. It is
noteworthy that the spectral resolution of the SDSS spec-
tra varies with wavelength such that the velocity resolution
improves linearly with the log of the wavelength (see the
discussion and illustration in Appendix B and Figure 16 of
Bernardi et al. 2003). Thus, in Table 2 we list the spectral
resolution at 6400 Å, which corresponds to the location
of the Hβ line for the median redshift of our sample. The
S/N was determined from the fluctuations about the mean
continuum level in a 50 Å wide window near the emission
line of interest. In particular, when the spectrum includes
the Hβ line we give the S/N in the continuum near this
line, at 4600 Å (∆v ≈ −16, 600 km s−1 relative to Hβ).
If the spectrum includes only the Mg ii λ2800 line, we
give the S/N in the continuum near this line, at 2900 Å
(∆v ≈ +10, 500 km s−1 relative to Mg ii).

The spectra of the Mg ii, Hβ, and Hα lines of the objects
in our sample are shown in Figure 2 on a common velocity
scale. The broad-line spectra shown in this figure illustrate
that it is easier to find broad displaced peaks in the Hβ
profiles, especially when the displacement is small, because
the peak of the broad Hα profile is “contaminated” by the
narrow Hα+[N ii] complex. For example, in J130534 and
J140007, one can easily discern an offset broad peak in the
Hβ but not in the Hα profiles. Vice versa, the Hα profiles
show more clearly the shape of the red side of the profile
where the Hβ line may suffer from severe contamination
by the [O iii] doublet. For example, in J075403, J091928,
and J121113, what appears to be an extended red wing in
the Hβ profile actually has the form of a shoulder or weak
red peak in the Hα profile The profiles of the Mg ii lines
are very similar to the profiles of the Balmer lines. Specif-
ically, there is no discernible misalignment of the peaks of
the different lines with only one exception: J105203. One
must keep in mind, however, that the contamination of
the peak of the broad line by the narrow doublet is more

severe than in the case of Hβ and comparable in severity
to the case of Hα. Moreover, since the Mg ii lines are
resonance lines, the profiles of the broad emission lines are
often contaminated by associated absorption lines, which
can be fairly strong.

4.2. Processing of SDSS Spectra and Emission-Line
Measurements

To quantify the spectroscopic properties of our targets,
we measured the properties of some of the strong narrow
emission lines as well as the properties of the profiles of
the broad Hβ lines from the SDSS spectra.

Specifically, we measured the integrated fluxes and full
widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the following narrow
lines: [Ne v] λ3426, [O ii] λ3726,3729, [Ne iii] λ3869, Hβ
and [O iii] λ5007. The widths and relative strengths of
the narrow lines, especially the high-ionization ones, can
serve as tests of the rapidly recoiling BH hypothesis, as
discussed, for example, by Bonning et al. (2007), Komossa
et al. (2008) and Shields et al. (2009a). To isolate the lines,
we fitted a low order polynomial to the local effective con-
tinuum. In the case of the Hβ and [O iii] λ5007, we used
a continuum model that also includes the contribution of
the Fe ii lines, as we describe later in this section. The
line fluxes were then determined by integrating the ob-
served line profile, while the widths were determined by
fitting a Gaussian to the line profile and then correcting
the FWHM for the finite resolution of the spectrograph at
the observed wavelength of the line (see Appendix B and
Figure 16 of Bernardi et al. 2003). We made no effort to
de-blend the two lines in the [O ii] λλ3726,3729 doublet,
therefore we do not report their widths. However, we did
measure the width of the blended doublet, which allows
us to discern in some cases whether the [O ii] lines are
narrower than other forbidden lines. The observed line
fluxes were corrected for Galactic extinction using the val-
ues of AV listed in Table 1 and assuming the extinction
law of Seaton (1979). The resulting measurements are re-
ported in Table 3 where we give the line fluxes relative to
that of the [O iii] λ5007 line before and after extinction
corrections, the observed and corrected [O iii] λ5007 flux,
and the corrected [O iii] λ5007 luminosity, as well as the
FWHM of the lines.

In order to isolate the profiles of the broad Hβ lines we
first subtracted a model of the underlying continuum and
Fe ii multiplets, which was fitted to the spectral range
4,000–5700 Å. The underlying continuum consisted of a
linear combination of a starlight template and a feature-
less power law while the Fe ii multiplets were modeled by
suitably broadening a template, as described in Boroson
& Green (1992). As a last step we subtracted the narrow
Hβ and [O iii] lines by using the profile of the [O iii] λ5007
line as a template for the other two lines. As a cross-check,
we used the profile of the [O iii] λ4959 as a template to
subtract the [O iii] λ5007 line. The resulting broad Hβ
profiles are shown on a common velocity scale in Figure 3.

After isolating the broad Hβ line profiles we quantified
their shapes by measuring some of their central moments
and related quantities. The nth central moment of a line
profile, µn, is defined in terms of the wavelengths and

9 We used a program written by Benjamin Weiner, which is publically available at http://mingus.as.arizona.edu/∼bjw/software/.
We compared the luminosity distances from this program to those of Ned Wright’s cosmology calculator, available at
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/%7Ewright/CosmoCalc.html, and found them to agree within 0.1%.
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flux densities of the discrete pixels in the line profiles (λi

and fi respectively) as µn ≡ K
∑

(λi − 〈λ〉)
n

fi, where K
is a normalization constant defined by 1/K =

∑

fi and
〈λ〉 ≡ K

∑

λi fi is the first moment or centroid of the line
profile. Using the second and third central moments we
determined the standard deviation and skewness of the
line profiles as σ = µ

1/2
2 and s = µ3/µ

3/2
2 , respectively.

We also determined the Pearson skewness coefficient, de-
fined as p = (〈λ〉 − λm)/σ, where λm is the median wave-
length10. In Table 4 we report the centroid velocity shift
relative to the nominal wavelength of Hβ using the rela-
tivistic Doppler formula, the velocity dispersion of the line,
computed from the standard deviation as cσ/λ0 (where
λ0 is the nominal wavelength of Hβ and c is the speed of
light), the skewness, and the Pearson skewness coefficient.

In addition to the above quantities, we also measured
the velocity offset of the peak of the broad line and its
FWHM, which we also report in Table 4. In order to
make these measurements, we had to locate the peak of
the broad line, which is somewhat subjective since the ob-
served profiles have a finite S/N . Thus we attempted to
determine the location of the peak of the broad line pro-
file by fitting it with a Gaussian. This procedure leads to
an uncertainty because the symmetric Gaussian does not
always fit the line peak well, especially when the peak is
asymmetric. To quantify this uncertainty, we made several
measurements of the same line, varying the region around
the peak used for the fit. In the end we adopted the max-
imum and minimum peak wavelengths from our trials to
define the range of possible values and took their average
as the best estimate of the peak wavelength. Thus, in Ta-
ble 4 we report the velocity offset of the peak, computed
from the relativistic Doppler formula, as well as its uncer-
tainty. Finally, the FWHM was determined based on the
height of the peak and expressed as a velocity width in the
same manner.

4.3. Demographics and Statistical Properties of the
Broad Hβ Profiles and the Narrow Lines

Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of shifts of the peaks
of the broad Hβ lines among objects in our sample. The
dearth of objects in the range ±500 km s−1 is a result of
the fact that we purposely excluded most objects with such
small shifts. In the same figure we show the range of shifts
(±3 standard deviations about a mean of 100 km s−1) mea-
sured by Bonning et al. (2007), who studied the Hβ profiles
of 2598 quasars at 0.1 < z < 0.81 drawn from a sample
of approximately 13,000 objects from the SDSS DR5 and
found 9 cases of large offsets, from ≈ 1, 000 km s−1to a
maximum of 2,667 km s−1. Our study appears to com-
plement and supplement theirs since we recover a sub-
stantially larger number of highly offset peaks: 32 objects
with |∆v| > 1500 km s−1, a factor of 8 larger than what
we would predict just by scaling the sample sizes. Similar
conclusions follow if we compare our results with those of
Zamfir et al. (2010), who studied the high-S/N spectra
of 469 quasars with z < 0.7 from the SDSS DR5. The
vast majority of our objects belong to their population
B (FWHMHβ > 4, 000 km s−1, weak Fe ii lines; see Su-
lentic et al. 2002), whose distribution of broad Hβ shifts
shows some preference for redshifts and has extrema of

±3100 km s−1. Thus, the objects we have identified here
occupy the wings of the distribution of shifts of the peak
of the broad Hβ line.

Perusal of Figures 2 and 3 leads us to classify the Balmer
line profiles into three broad families according to their
shapes. The first family includes profiles whose widths
are smaller than average and visual inspection does not
show them to be particularly asymmetric. Two of the ob-
jects discussed extensively in the recent literature, J092712
and J105041, are prime examples of objects in this family.
Additional examples include J082930, J095036, J110050,
J122811, 132704, and J162914. The second family includes
skewed profiles showing an extended wing or a shoulder
on the side opposite from the direction of their displace-
ment (e.g., profiles with a blue-shifted peak with an ex-
tended red wing or a weak red shoulder). Representa-
tive examples of this family with blue-shifted peaks (and
red asymmetries) are J001224, J091928, J115449, J123001,
J125809, J133432, J152942, J153636, while examples with
red-shifted peaks (and blue asymmetries) include J015530,
J093653, J094603, J113651, J130534, J143455. The third
family includes objects with flat-topped profiles, such as
J020011, J031715, J074157, J095539, J112751, J154340,
J163020.

In addition to the visual classification of line profiles we
have also looked for trends in their quantitative properties
and we found a correlation between their shift and their
skewness. We illustrate this correlation in Figure 6, where
we plot the Pearson skewness coefficient vs the peak shift.
A similar correlation is recovered when we consider other
pairs of quantities that track skewness and shift, such as
the skewness coefficient and the centroid shift. As the shift
of the lines increases, the profile becomes more skewed.
Moreover, the asymmetry manifests itself as an extended
wing or weak shoulder on the side of the line profile that
is opposite from the direction of the shift, with the result
that the sign of the skewness tracks the sign of the shift.
This correlation quantifies the trend we noted in the sec-
ond family of line profiles in the previous paragraph. We
have not found any correlation between the FWHM of the
lines and the shift of their peaks nor between any other
pairs of quantities that track width and shift. Bonning
et al. (2007) do report that Hβ profiles with large shifts
also have large FWHM but the vast majority of objects
in their sample show considerably smaller Hβ shifts than
the objects in our sample and the shifts they regard as
large are considerably smaller than the shifts we measure.
Therefore, our results are not at odds with theirs. We did
find a weak correlation between the width and the skew-
ness. These correlations are consistent with the findings
of Zamfir et al. (2010), shown in their Figures 6a and 6c.

In Figures 7 and 8 we present the distribution of relative
intensities and FWHM of the the narrow lines using the
measurements presented in Table 3. The relative inten-
sity distributions resemble very closely those of Seyfert 1
and Seyfert 1.5 galaxies in the compilation of Nagao et al.
(2001), which suggests that the ionization parameter and
the shape of the ionizing continuum are similar to those of
Seyfert galaxies. The distribution of FWHM of the nar-
row lines is similar to what is observed in Seyfert galaxies
(see Whittle 1985; Moore, Cohen, & Marcy 1996) and is

10 Because of the definitions we adopted for s and p, s ∝ −p.
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also evident in the composite quasar spectrum of Vanden
Berk et al. (2001). The average FWHM of the [O iii] line
is very similar to that found by Salviander et al. (2007)
in their study of the spectra of 1736 quasars from SDSS
DR3. Both the [Ne v] and [Ne iii] lines in our sample
are broader than [O iii], on average, and the [Ne v] lines
are always as broad as or broader than the [O iii] line
within errors. This trend follows the correlation between
FWHM and critical density noted for Syeferts (Filippenko
& Halpern 1984; Whittle 1985). Thus the objects in our
collection do not appear to stand out from typical active
galactic nuclei as far as the properties of the narrow lines
are concerned.

5. followup observations and new spectra

5.1. Data Acquisition and Reduction

We carried out followup observations of 68 objects from
our sample using four different telescopes: the brightest
objects were observed with the 2.4m Hiltner telescope at
MDM observatory, objects of intermediate brightness were
observed with the 4m Mayall telescope at Kitt Peak Na-
tional Observatory and the 5m Hale telescope at Palomar
Observatory, while the faintest objects were observed with
the 9.2m Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET). With the fol-
lowup observations we specifically targeted the Hβ lines of
the target objects, although we also did attempt to obtain
spectra of the Hα and Mg ii lines whenever possible. The
spectrographs and configurations we used for the observa-
tions are summarized in Table 2, along with the spectral
resolution that each configuration can attain. The log of
observations is included in Table 1 where, in addition to
the observation date and exposure time, we also report the
rest-frame wavelength range covered by each spectrum and
the S/N achieved in the continuum near the line of inter-
est (measured as described in §3, above). The weather
conditions were varied during the followup observations
and some spectra were taken through clouds. As a re-
sult, there are instances where we obtained a lower S/N
than the original SDSS spectrum of the same objects in a
comparable exposure time.

The spectra were reduced in a standard manner using
IRAF11 for the first steps of the reduction process (bias
subtraction, flat field division, sky subtraction, and ex-
traction of raw spectra) and our own programs for the sub-
sequent calibration (wavelength calibration, correction for
continuous atmospheric extinction and discrete absorption
bands, and flux calibration). Accurate wavelength calibra-
tion is important for our purposes since we aim to look for
shifts in the Hβ lines between the SDSS and post-SDSS
spectra; thus we give here the details of the process. To
obtain the transformation between pixel number and ob-
served (air) wavelength we fitted a polynomial to the table
of arc line pixel location vs wavelength. Depending on the
instrument, we used 20–65 arc lines and achieved a fit with
root-mean-square (r.m.s.) residuals of better than 0.10
pixels with a polynomial of order 4 or lower. Thus, the rel-
ative wavelength scale is good to 10 km s−1 for the KPNO
4m and Palomar 5m spectra, 13 km s−1 for the HET spec-
tra and 18 km s−1 for the MDM 2.4m spectra. In compar-

ison, the relative wavelength scale of the SDSS spectra is
good to 0.07 pixels or 5 km s−1 (r.m.s.). After the spectra
were fully calibrated, we applied heliocentric corrections
(amounting to 0.15 Å or less) and converted the wave-
length scale from air wavelengths to vacuum wavelengths,
following the convention for SDSS spectra. For the last
step we used the relation between vacuum and air wave-
lengths given by Morton (1991), which yields corrections
between approximately 0.5 and 2.5 Å over the wavelength
range of our spectra. With these corrections the r.m.s.
shift between the SDSS and post-SDSS spectra amounted
to 0.67 Å or 41 km s−1, determined by cross-correlation of
the spectra over the region around the [O iii] λλ4959,5007
lines. Thus, in a final step we refined the alignment of
spectra by rectifying these residual shifts. The final align-
ment is limited by our ability to determine the shift of
the [O iii] lines by cross-correlation. In about 80% of the
cases the r.m.s. alignment uncertainty is 7 km s−1 or bet-
ter, while in the other 20% of cases it lies between 7 and
25 km s−1.

5.2. Qualitative Comparison of New and Old Spectra

The distribution of time intervals (in the observer’s
frame) between the original SDSS observations and the
followup observations is shown in Figure 4. The median
of the time interval distribution is 7.0 years, with 70% of
the objects having a time interval between observations of
at least 5.7 years.

In Figure 2 we overplot the post-SDSS spectra on the
original SDSS spectra for comparison. Since our primary
goal is to look for changes in the profiles of the broad
emission lines, we have scaled and shifted the post-SDSS
spectra so as to match these profiles as closely as possible.
We applied a transformation to the flux density scale of
the form

f ′
λ = afλ + bλ , (6)

where a and bλ are constants, determined by minimizing
the differences between the SDSS and post-SDSS spec-
tra in selected regions of the broad line profiles and the
adjacent continuum. This scaling convention highlights
changes in the profiles of the two spectra but it hides
changes in the flux of the broad line and the continuum.
Changes in the flux of the broad line can still be discerned
by examining the intensities of the narrow lines (most no-
tably [O iii] ), which are not expected to change in the time
interval between observations. In other words an apparent
mismatch in the strength of the narrow lines between two
spectra indicates that flux of the broad line has changed
between observations.

An inspection of Figure 2 reveals changes in the broad
Hβ lines between the SDSS and post-SDSS observations
in many cases. Changes in the profile shapes are the eas-
iest to discern. Examples of objects displaying this type
of variability include J093653, J112751, J113706, J140700,
and J143123. There are also several cases of changes in the
integrated flux of the line, discernible through mismatches
in the strengths of the [O iii] lines, including but not lim-
ited to J021259, J094603, J111329, J115449, J132704, and
J143455. Yet another category of changes comprises cases

11 IRAF, the Interactive Reduction and Analysis Facility, is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation (see
http://iraf.noao.edu/).
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where the broad line has shifted in wavelength/velocity
by a small amount. The most obvious example of such a
change is J095036, while J094603, J140251, and J180545
represent examples of more subtle shifts of this type. This
type of variability if, of course, of particular interest here,
therefore we study it further in §6, below.

6. search for velocity changes in the broad hβ
profiles

6.1. A χ2 Cross-Correlation Method for Determining
Velocity Changes

To determine any changes in the velocities the offset
peaks of the broad Hβ lines between the SDSS and post-
SDSS spectra we developed an algorithm that is a variant
of the standard cross-correlation method. In our method
we shift one of the two spectra in small steps and at each
step we compare it with the other spectrum via the χ2

test. Based on several tests, we prefer this method over
the standard cross-correlation (which employs the overlap
integral rather than the χ2 test at each step) for the follow-
ing reasons: (a) it allows us to check whether the profile of
the Hβ line has changed between epochs (this is important
because small changes in the profile can mimic a velocity
change), (b) the χ2 minimum is much sharper and deeper
than the overlap integral maximum, thus easier to locate,
especially if we are relying on the wings of the broad line
for our comparison, (c) it allows us to determine uncer-
tainties and limits on the shift in a more straightforward
and less computationally intensive way, without the need
for extensive simulations for each pair of spectra being
compared.

Our χ2 cross-correlation method is applied to a pair
of spectra as follows: before any comparison is made, a
linear transformation is applied to the flux scale of the
second spectrum of the pair following equation (6), in or-
der to match the continuum and the broad Hβ line. This
transformation creates a mismatch in the narrow lines, of
course, but it allows us to carry out a direct comparison of
the broad lines, without subtracting the continuum or the
narrow lines, which would introduce additional systematic
errors. The wavelength scale of the second spectrum is
then shifted in small steps (typically 0.1–0.2 Å), rebinned
to the wavelength scale of the first spectrum, and finally
the χ2 statistic is evaluated to compare the profiles of the
broad Hβ lines in one or two windows that are not affected
by narrow lines. These windows are chosen to encompass
the offset broad peak and/or the steep wings or shoulders
of the line so as to maximize the sensitivity to small shifts.
The final output is a χ2 curve as a function of shift. The
minimum of this curve, determined by fitting a parabola to
the five lowest points, represents the optimal wavelength
shift. The 99% (or “2.6 σ”) confidence interval about the
minimum (for one interesting parameter) is determined
by finding the shifts that correspond to χ2

min + 6.63 (see
Lampton, Margon, & Bowyer 1976). In Figure 9 we show
graphically the application of this technique in three ex-
ample cases, a shift that is statistically significant, a shift
that is not statistically significant, and an apparent shift
that is caused by a variation in the broad Hβ profile be-
tween the two epochs.

We verified through simulations that χ2
min+6.63 does in-

deed reflect the 99% confidence interval. Each simulation

was carried out by creating a copy of an observed high-S/N
spectrum, adding synthetic noise, and then measuring the
shift between the two spectra. We repeated this test for
several examples of observed spectra from our collection.
In 1000 realizations in each case we found that about 1%
of the optimal shifts departed from zero by more than
the amount predicted by the χ2

min + 6.63 condition, as ex-
pected. An additional check of the procedure was carried
out by switching the order of the spectra supplied to the
χ2 cross-correlation algorithm and comparing the result-
ing shifts. Indeed the distribution of discrepancies between
the two shifts, normalized by the 99% confidence error bar
was found to be approximately Gaussian with a standard
deviation of 1/2.6, as expected.

6.2. Application of the χ2 Cross-Correlation Method and
Results

We applied the above method to identify variable veloc-
ity candidates which we then scrutinized carefully to en-
sure that the shifts were genuine. We rejected cases where
substantial variations of the broad line profiles mimic shifts
(see example in Figure 9). We screened the initial candi-
dates as follows: First we checked that the result was the
same regardless of which of the two spectra was shifted
and rebinned in the cross-correlation procedure (if more
than one followup observation was carried out we also com-
pared the results from the different observations). Then
we inspected the spectra to ensure that the shift could be
identified visually. In cases where the shift was subtle, we
experimented by varying the spectral windows over which
the χ2 statistic was computed in order to verify that the re-
sult was robust. Finally, for the candidates that passed the
above tests, we carried out simulations to verify the uncer-
tainties: we made a copy of the spectrum with the higher-
S/N added synthetic noise to match that of the lower-S/N
spectrum and then applied the cross-correlation algorithm.
After 1000 realizations we examined the distribution of
shifts about zero to verify that the statistical uncertainty
in the shift was not underestimated. After arriving at the
final statistical uncertainty in the velocity change of each
object, we added it in quadrature with the uncertainty in
aligning the SDSS and post-SDSS spectra via the [O iii]
lines (see the last paragraph of §5.1) to obtain the total
uncertainty.

In Table 5 we summarize the results of the cross-
correlation analysis. In 14 cases the broad Hβ peak ve-
locities change significantly (at 99% confidence). In 38
cases we obtain only limits to possible shifts (at 99% con-
fidence). In 10 of these cases we encountered small varia-
tions in the broad Hβ profiles, such as small changes in the
widths or variations in one of the two wings. Even though
we do report shifts or limits in these cases, they are subject
to an additional systematic error, which we have included
in the limits we report in Table 5. In the remaining 16
cases we are not able to obtain meaningful measurements
of velocity changes, or limits, either because the broad Hβ
profiles varied substantially between observations or be-
cause the S/N of of one of the two spectra was extremely
low. We also note that Shields et al. (2009b) have deter-
mined an upper limit to the velocity change in J105041 of
31 ± 60 km s−1 (or [−30, 90], in the notation of Table 5).

In Figure 10 we present our results graphically (includ-
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ing the limits on J105041, determined by Shields et al.
2009b). In the upper panel of this figure we plot the mea-
sured velocity change against the rest-frame time interval
between observations. The statistically significant mea-
surements are denoted by black, solid circles with 99%-
confidence error bars, while 99%-confidence limits on the
velocity changes are shown as grey error bars. An alter-
native representation of the results is shown in the lower
panel of the same figure where we plot the observed accel-
eration against the initial shift of the broad Hβ peak (as
measured from the SDSS spectra; see Table 4). We con-
verted the velocity changes to accelerations (∆v/∆trest, in
km s−1 yr−1) by dividing the velocity changes of Table 5
by the rest-frame time intervals between observations. The
velocity changes appear to be distributed evenly with in-
terval between observations. Moreover, there appears to
be no relation between the acceleration and the initial ve-
locity shift. We consider these findings further in our dis-
cussion of the results in §7.

6.3. Limitations and Caveats

As we noted above, there are a number of cases where
the profile of the broad Hβ line has varied substantially be-
tween the SDSS and post-SDSS observations (see Table 5).
Such an effect represents an inevitable limitation to our
ability to determine changes in the velocity of the broad
lines, which relies on the long-term stability of the profiles.
Variability of the line profiles can occur on time scales com-
parable to the dynamical time of the BLR, which should be
shorter than the orbital period of the hypothesized SBHB.
Examples of objects with substantially variable broad Hβ
profile include J112751, J113706, J140700, and J180545
(see the comparison plots in Fig. 2). A particularly inter-
esting example of substantial variability is J093653, where
the broad Hβ line declined in flux between the two epochs
of observation with the result that the displaced peak of
the broad line is now blended with the narrow line, making
the measurement of a velocity change unreliable.

More subtle profile variations can also affect our ability
to determine velocity changes. For example, in J074157
(see Fig. 9) the broad Hβ line became narrower between
the two observations and the line wings have moved closer
to the line core, which prevents us from obtaining limits
on the acceleration. In some cases, e.g., J091833, J111916,
and J154340 (see Fig. 2), one of the two sides of the line
has changed but the other has not; we can determine lim-
its on the acceleration in such cases, but the uncertainties
are larger than they would have been if the profile were
stable, as we indicate in Table 5.

Yet another type of profile variability that can influence
our results is a correlated change on the two sides of the
broad Hβ profile (a seesaw-like pattern) that can mimic a
velocity change. Such variability cycles have been observed
in broad double-peaked emission lines (see, for example,
Lewis et al. 2010). The beginnings of this pattern are
discernible in the spectra of J031715 and J160243 shown
in Figure 2, for example. With this in mind, we note
that some of the objects for which we report statistically
significant velocity changes, specifically those where the
shifted peak of the broad Hβ line is partially blended with
the narrow Hβ line, may be subject to this effect (e.g.,
J093844, J120924). Thus, the velocity changes reported

in Table 5 are subject to verification by future followup
observations. There are, of course, additional reasons why
further followup observations are needed, as we discuss in
more detail in the next section.

7. discussion

7.1. Alternative Interpretations of Displaced Emission
Line Peaks

Given that the starting point for our search for SB-
HBs and rapidly-recoiling BHs was the selection of broad
Balmer lines whose peaks are displaced from their nominal
wavelengths, additional observations are needed to find the
strong candidates from the initial list. The reason is that
we cannot exclude alternative interpretations for the dis-
placed peaks of the broad lines such as an unusual struc-
ture or a perturbation of the BLR. For example, in the
class of models where the BLR is the surface of the ac-
cretion disk or the base of the wind that is launched from
it, perturbations in the form of large-scale spiral arms can
create line profiles with a dominant peak or shoulder that
is shifted from the nominal wavelength of the line. Exam-
ples of model profiles with such properties can be found in
Lewis et al. (2010, e.g., their Figure 36). In the same con-
text, one can also envision cases where the broad Balmer
lines from an unperturbed disk are double-peaked but a
perturbation such as a spiral arm causes one of the two
peaks to be considerably stronger than the other. Many
examples of observed profiles that have such shapes can be
found in in the Appendix of Gezari et al. (2007); some of
the more remarkable cases are reproduced in Figure 5 of
Lauer & Boroson (2009). Therefore, it is essential to carry
out monitoring observations to look for further variations
in the velocities of the displaced peak of the broad line.

The detection of velocity changes in broad Hβ lines be-
tween two epochs is only the first step in making the case
that Balmer lines with displaced peaks are indeed sign-
posts of SBHBs. Many monitoring observations are needed
to verify that the velocity changes continue monotonically
and that they follow the pattern expected for orbital mo-
tion. In particular the peaks of the broad line must drift
from a negative velocity to a positive velocity and vice
versa. Since our understanding of the structure and dy-
namics of the gas in the BLR is incomplete, we cannot
select SBHBs without observing complete orbital cycles
because intrinsic variations of the broad line profiles on
time scales of several years may resemble the pattern of or-
bital motion. A good case in point is provided by Mrk 668
(included in our sample here as J140700). This object was
one of the first two proposed SBHBs (Gaskell 1983) and
the variability of its broad Balmer lines has been moni-
tored over a long period of time (∼ 16 years; see Marziani
et al. 1993; Gezari et al. 2007). Although the velocity of
the peak of the Balmer lines does change sign, the radial
velocity curve is not compatible with orbital motion: the
shape of the curve is not sinusoidal, the wings of the line
profile do not change accordingly (see Figures 30 and 31
of Gezari et al. 2007), and the center of mass of a hypoth-
esized binary appears to be at a different velocity than
the host galaxy (Marziani et al. 1993). This point is also
bolstered by the case of 3C 390.3, a double-peaked emit-
ter whose Hβ line changed in a manner reminiscent of
orbital motion by ∼ 1

4 of a cycle (Gaskell 1996). The pat-
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tern changed drastically however after that and became
incompatible with orbital motion (Eracleous et al. 1997;
Shapovalova et al. 2001). More examples of broad Balmer
lines with displaced peaks whose velocities have varied in
a manner inconsistent with orbital motion can be found
in Gezari et al. (2007) and Lewis et al. (2010). The need
for long-term monitoring makes the search for SBHBs a
challenging exercise in patience and persistence since the
expected orbital periods can be quite long (see equation [4]
and the associated discussion).

Notwithstanding the caveats listed above, we consider
the consequences of our findings for the two scenarios
we have set out to test. In summary, the main obser-
vational results of this work that bear directly on our
tests are: (a) We have identified 88 quasars at z <

∼
0.7

(among 15,900 quasars from SDSS DR7) whose broad
Hβ lines are shifted from their nominal positions by a
few×1, 000 km s−1, (b) we have measured statistically sig-
nificant accelerations of the offset peaks (in the range of
−120 to +120 km s−1 yr−1) in 14/68 objects via followup
observations, (c) we have measured the properties of the
broad Hβ lines from the SDSS spectra and found a correla-
tion between the skewness of the profiles and the velocity
offset of the peak, which suggests that all the objects of
this sample belong to the same family, and (d) we have
measured the properties several narrow, forbidden, optical
emission lines and found them to be very similar to those
of typical quasars.

7.2. Implications for Rapidly Recoiling BHs

An observational selection criterion for recoiling BH can-
didates, proposed by Bonning et al. (2007), is based on
the widths of the narrow, forbidden lines. If the displaced
quasar is illuminating the gas in its former host galaxy
from the outside, the narrow-line region is not stratified
in ionization, thus the widths of all the narrow, forbidden
lines should be approximately the same.

Nevertheless, in the 50 quasars for which we were able
to measure the FWHM of the [Ne v], [Ne iii], and [O iii]
lines, there are 9 cases where the widths of these lines
appear to be the same within 10%. In 8 of these cases,
the [O ii] lines are significantly narrower. The exception
is J084313, where the width of the [O ii] is comparable
to that of the other forbidden lines. In this object, the
velocity offset of the broad Hβ line from the system of
the narrow lines is only −610 km s−1 and the profile of
the line if fairly symmetric, as indicated by the skewness
coefficients (this is another important consideration for se-
lecting candidate recoiling BHs according to Shields et al.
2009b). In spite of the above, the relative strengths of the
narrow, forbidden lines of this object are very typical of a
Seyfert galaxy, which suggests that the ionization param-
eter of the gas in the narrow-line region should be similar
to that of Seyferts. This is not in agreement with the
proposed picture of a displaced quasar that illuminates
its host galaxy from a significant distance. The quasar
J092712, proposed as a candidate rapidly recoiling BH by
Komossa et al. (2008), has two systems of narrow lines and
in the one that would be attributed to the (former) host
galaxy in this interpretation the narrow lines are unusu-

ally narrow and have similar widths. However, alternative
interpretations have also been proposed (Bogdanović et al.
2009; Dotti et al. 2009a; Shields et al. 2009a; Heckman et
al. 2009),

7.3. Implications for SBHBs

Considering our results in the context of the SBHB hy-
pothesis, we can compare them with the specific predic-
tions made by Volonteri et al. (2009) for the number of
such systems that may be present in the SDSS DR7 quasar
sample at z < 0.7. If we suppose that all of the objects in
our sample are SBHBs, then their number is broadly con-
sistent with one of the two models considered by Volonteri
et al. (2009), their model I. According to this model, which
is based on the assumption that all SBHBs are active (i.e.,
accreting) regardless of the merger history of their host, in
the SDSS DR7 quasar sample. If we only take the 14 sys-
tems with detectable velocity changes to be SBHBs, their
number is broadly consistent with model II of Volonteri
et al. (2009) according to which SBHBs are active only in
the aftermath of a major merger. Under the assumptions
of this model .

Assuming that velocity changes we have measured corre-
spond to orbital accelerations in an SBHB we can explore
the implications of the results for this hypothesis. The cor-
relation between the skewness of the broad Hβ profiles and
the shift of their peaks (see Figure 6) suggests that all the
objects in this sample belong to the same family12, there-
fore we ask why an acceleration was measurable only in a
small fraction of the sample. As we noted in §2 we expect
that the SBHBs we can detect with our strategy can have
periods from a few decades to a few centuries depending
on the total mass of the binary and the observed veloc-
ity shift, which constrains the orbital separation given the
masses of the two BHs. As pointed out by Loeb (2010),
the likelihood of finding a system with a given set of in-
trinsic properties depends on its decay time via emission
of gravitational radiation. This can be estimated from the
formula of Peters (1964), which we can cast in terms of
intrinsic system properties and observables using equation
(4) as follows:

tgr =
5

256

c5a4

(GM)3
(1 + q)2

q

= 4 × 1013 M8
(1 + q)2

q

[

sin i | sinφ|

(1 + q)u2,3

]8

yr (7)

=
8 × 1011 M8

(1 + q)6 u8
2,3

(

0.1

q

) [

sin i

sin 45◦
| sin φ|

sin 45◦

]8

yr .

Since the lifetime of an observed SBHB is such a sensitive
function of the observed velocity offset of the broad emis-
sion line, u2,3, we would expect that low-mass, high-speed
binaries should be extremely rare since their orbits should
be rapidly decaying by gravitational radiation. Specifi-
cally, setting M8 = 0.1 and u2,3 = 2 in equation (7) gives
tgr ≈ 3 × 108 yr, while setting M8 = 1 and u2,3 = 3 gives
tgr ≈ 1× 108 yr. The above considerations lead us to con-
clude that systems with observed velocity shifts in excess
of 1,000 km s−1 may be (a) highly inclined (hence with

12 This is an optimistic hypothesis. A more pessimistic interpretation of this correlation is, of course, that none of the objects in our sample
are SBHBs.
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large separations, according to equation [4]), (b) caught
near quadrature, (c) very massive, or (d) very small mass-
ratio systems (q ≪ 0.1). Under different conditions, such
systems would have very short lifetimes. The relatively
uniform distribution of velocity changes and accelerations
depicted in Figure 10 suggests that a combination of the
above four effects is at work. Highly inclined or massive
systems would have low accelerations, according to equa-
tion (5), which may explain why we were not able to detect
an acceleration in the majority of the objects we have fol-
lowed up. Continued monitoring can discriminate among
the above possibilities by providing constraints on the bi-
nary phase through the shape of the radial velocity curve.

Useful constraints on the properties of a hypothesized
SBHB can be obtained from a few observations spanning
a baseline of about a decade. Accurate measurements of
the velocities of the peaks over such a baseline can con-
strain the curvature of the radial velocity curve and yield a
lower limit on the period and total mass of the SBHB. This
technique, pioneered by Halpern & Filippenko (1988) and
developed further by Eracleous et al. (1997), was used to
test and eventually reject the SBHB hypothesis for three
quasars with double-peaked Balmer lines. An application
of the same technique to objects from the present sam-
ple can lead to similar constraints, which could render the
SBHB hypothesis untenable if these constraints are restric-
tive enough. To this end, we are continuing to monitor all
of our targets with the immediate goal of collecting a few
radial velocity measurements for each object and using
them to evaluate the plausibility of the SBHB hypothesis
by the above method.

Another avenue for testing the SBHB hypothesis for
shifted broad Balmer line peaks involves a comparison of
the profiles of the Lyα and Balmer lines. If the displaced

peaks originate in a perturbed disk around a single BH
rather than in a BLR bound to one of the two BHs in
SBHB, we would expect the profiles of the broad optical
and UV emission lines to differ considerably. This expec-
tation is based on an analogy with nearby, well-studied
double-peaked emitters (see, for example, Eracleous 2006;
Eracleous et al. 2009). The most dramatic difference in
such a case is between the profile of Lyα, which peaks
at its nominal wavelength and those of the Balmer lines
whose peaks are displaced. We are currently pursuing this
test using UV spectra from the Hubble Space Telescope.
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Fig. 1.— Distribution of the basic properties of the objects in our sample. The redshifts were determined from the wavelengths of the
[O iii] λ5007 line. The apparent V magnitudes correspond to the PSF magnitude obtained from SDSS images. The absolute V magnitudes
take into account Galactic extinction towards the source. Further details are given in §4.1 of the text.
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Fig. 2.— Mg ii, Hβ, and Hα spectra of our target objects. For each object we show a 3-panel figure with the profiles of all three lines on a
common velocity scale. The original SDSS spectra are plotted in black, while the post-SDSS spectra are color-coded as follows: KPNO 4m
spectra are in red, Palomar 5m spectra are in blue, MDM 2.4m spectra are in green, and HET spectra are are in orange. For the purpose
of this illustration, some spectra were binned to increase the S/N per bin. The vertical scale was adjusted specifically for the original SDSS
spectra. Post-SDSS spectra have been scaled and shifted so that the profiles of the broad lines match those of the SDSS spectra as closely as
possible; see equation (6) and §5.2 of the text. As a result of this scaling, there is an apparent difference in the strengths of the narrow lines,
if the flux of the broad line has varied between epochs.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 2 – continued.
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Fig. 3.— Profiles of the broad Hβ lines from the SDSS spectra, shown on a common velocity scale. The narrow Hβ and [O iii] lines and
underlying continuum were subtracted as described in §4.2 of the text. The resulting profiles were normalized arbitrarily and offset vertically
from each other for clarity. The vertical dashed line shows the location of the narrow Hβ line, while the vertical dotted lines identify a window
of ±5, 000 km s−1 from this line. The noise often seen at +8875 km s−1 is a result of imperfect subtraction of the [O iii] λ5007 line. The
He ii λ4686 line, which was not subtracted, is sometimes discernible at −10, 800 km s−1.
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Fig. 3 – continued.
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Fig. 3 – continued.
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Fig. 3 – continued.
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Fig. 4.— Distribution of the time intervals (in the observer’s frame) between the original SDSS spectra and the followup spectra obtained
here. The median of this distribution is 7.0 years. For 70% of the objects the time interval between observations is at least 5.7 years.

Fig. 5.— Distribution of the velocity shifts of the peaks of the broad Hβ, measured as described in §4.2 of the text. The dearth of objects
in the rage ±500 km s−1 is a selection effect resulting from our inability to detect such small shifts with our method. The horizontal error bar
at the top of the frame indicates the range of shifts found by Bonning et al. (2007): ±3 standard deviations about a mean of 100 km s−1.

Fig. 6.— Relation between the skewness of the broad Hβ profiles and the shift of their peaks. The Pearson skewness coefficient and the
shift of the peak were measured as described in §4.2 and are tabulated in Table 4.
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Fig. 7.— Distribution of four different narrow-line ratios among the quasars in our sample, after correction for Galactic extinction. The
measurements were made from the SDSS spectra, as described in §4.2 of the text, and the results are tabulated in Table 3. The shaded
portions of bins represent actual measurements while the hollow portions represent limits.
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Fig. 8.— Distribution of the FWHM of high-excitation narrow lines of quasars in our sample, after correction for the finite resolution of the
spectrograph. The measurements were made from the SDSS spectra, as described in §4.2 of the text, and the results are tabulated in Table 3.
The upper panel shows the distribution of widths of the [O iii] λ5007 lines, while the lower panel shows the distributions of [Ne iii] λ3869
(black, solid line with hollow bins) and [Ne v] λ3426 (shaded bins with no outline).
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Fig. 9.— Examples of the application of our cross-correlation technique (see §6.1 of the text) to three pairs of spectra. In the lower panel
of each set we show the the two spectra appropriately scaled and superposed for comparison. The original SDSS spectrum is shown in black,
the post-SDSS spectrum (which is the one that is scaled, shifted and rebinned by the cross-correlation algorithm) is shown in red, while the
residuals after subtraction of the two is shown in blue (in this illustration the residuals represent the difference between the un-shifted spectra).
Since the scaling of the two spectra is such that the continuum and broad lines match, there is typically a mismatch between the narrow lines,
which indicates that the continuum and/or the broad lines have varied between the two epochs. The vertical dotted lines mark the nominal
positions of the narrow Hβ and [O iii] lines. The horizontal error bars show the sections of the broad line profiles used by the cross-correlation
algorithm. The upper panel of each set shows the variation of χ2 with the shift applied to the post-SDSS (red) spectrum. The red arc at the
trough of the χ2 curve shows the global minimum and the (blue) horizontal line shows the 99% confidence level for one interesting parameter,
χ2

min + 6.63. We note for reference that a wavelength shift of 1 Å corresponds to a velocity shift of 62 km s−1. The three examples shown here
illustrate the following: Left: a significant shift of the offset peak of the broad line; Middle: a subtle profile variation that mimics a shift of the
broad line in the χ2 curve; Right: no significant shift of the offset peak.
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Fig. 10.— Top: Velocity change of broad Hβ peak (∆v) plotted against the rest-frame time interval between observations. Bottom:
Accelerations determined from changes in the broad Hβ peak velocities (∆v/∆trest) plotted against the initial peak velocity (peak offset, as
measured from the original SDSS spectra). In both panels, the black points with error bars show the objects where a significant change in
the broad Hβ peak velocity was measured in the time interval covered by the observations. The light grey error bars show objects where only
upper limits on the velocity change were obtained (included are also the limits derived for J105041 by Shields et al. 2009b). All error bars
and limits correspond to the 99% (2.6σ) confidence level.
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Table 1

Log of Spectroscopic Observations

Exposure Rest-Frame
Object Name mV

b AV
c MV

d Observation Instr. Time Wavelength

SDSS J za (mag) (mag) (mag) Date (UT) Codee (s) S/N f Range (Å)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

001224.02 − 102226.2 0.2287 17.07 0.127 –23.27 2001/08/20 S 3756 29 3093–7505
2009/12/16 M 3600 28 3181–6165

002444.10 + 003221.3 0.4024 16.85 0.083 –24.86 2000/12/22 S 9900 88 2709–6594
2009/12/18 M 2400 30 2811–5426

015530.01 − 085704.0 0.1648 16.84 0.080 –22.65 2001/09/16 S 2702 32 3263–7917
2009/12/17 M 3600 55 3375–6524

020011.53 − 093126.2 0.3602 17.96 0.081 –23.46 2001/08/28 S 8104 34 2795–6780
2009/12/17 M 3600 28 2890–5586

021259.59 − 003029.5 0.3945 17.87 0.117 –23.83 2000/09/29 S 2700 29 2714–6613
2009/12/16 M 3600 13 2803–5433

022014.57 − 072859.1 0.2137 18.65 0.078 –21.47 2001/09/10 S 4501 11 3133–7598
2009/12/16 M 3600 16 3220–6241

031715.87 + 425150.6 0.2356 19.03 0.616 –21.87 2003/12/03 S 13001 17 3075–7463
2009/12/17 M 3600 16 3180–6148

074007.28 + 410903.6 0.2347 17.78 0.161 –22.66 2000/12/06 S 5400 23 3074–7468
2009/12/17 M 3600 20 3182–6152

074157.25 + 275519.8 0.3252 18.52 0.170 –22.73 2002/03/06 S 4802 19 2867–6958
2009/12/18 M 3600 26 2972–5739

075403.61 + 481428.0 0.2733 17.26 0.131 –23.52 2004/03/25 S 2160 38 2978–7241
2009/12/17 M 3600 44 3085–5965
2010/03/22 K 5400 18 3858–6144

080327.39 + 400047.8 0.4637 19.10 0.171 –23.07 2001/10/20 S 3003 15 2596–6300

081329.28 + 483427.8 0.2742 18.16 0.172 –22.66 2000/12/07 S 3600 12 2980–7237
2010/03/21 K 7200 16 3856–6140

082150.13 + 081907.3 0.3809 19.34 0.095 –22.25 2004/03/19 S 4500 12 2746–6678

082930.59 + 272822.7 0.3209 18.12 0.111 –23.04 2003/10/20 S 4800 20 2874–6981

083223.35 + 555850.4 0.4019 18.70 0.172 –23.10 2005/01/16 S 3000 10 2706–6578

084313.41 + 535718.6 0.2179 17.08 0.077 –23.09 2000/12/21 S 5400 11 3116–7565
2010/03/10 K 4500 42 4039–6425

085431.28 − 003650.6 0.2375 18.83 0.088 –21.56 2001/01/03 S 6000 16 3066–7448
2010/04/05 H2 2700 29 3464–5878

091833.82 + 315621.1 0.4519 18.02 0.062 –23.97 2003/12/17 S 5700 48 2617–6375
2010/05/14 Pb 2400 21 2184–3868
2010/05/14 Pr 2400 37 4395–5319

091928.69 + 143202.6 0.2072 17.56 0.095 –22.50 2006/11/17 S 3602 19 3145–7633
2010/03/20 K 5400 21 4070–6480

092712.65 + 294344.0 0.7128 18.35 0.071 –24.86 2005/01/19 S 4200 5 2214–5384
2009/01/01 H2 2300 27 2503–4246
2009/02/23 H2 2993 13 2390–6287

093100.76 + 021120.8 0.4602 18.48 0.259 –23.76 2001/02/25 S 4505 20 2601–6315
2010/02/08 H2 3000 33 2939–4983

093653.84 + 533126.9 0.2276 16.96 0.041 –23.27 2002/01/07 S 4806 48 3092–7512
2010/03/10 K 3000 32 4007–6374

093844.45 + 005715.7 0.1707 17.17 0.226 –22.54 2002/02/09 S 4204 37 3242–7877
2009/12/17 M 3600 40 3359–6492

094603.94 + 013923.7 0.2198 17.50 0.546 –23.16 2001/03/21 S 8106 14 3114–7560
2010/03/21 K 4500 19 4028–6414

094620.32 + 375953.2 0.4509 19.02 0.048 –22.95 2004/01/31 S 4600 18 2613–6356
2010/01/13 H2 3600 48 2955–5013
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Table 1—Continued

Exposure Rest-Frame
Object Name mV

b AV
c MV

d Observation Instr. Time Wavelength
SDSS J za (mag) (mag) (mag) Date (UT) Codee (s) S/N f Range (Å)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

2010/02/06 H2 3600 40 2954–5011

095036.75 + 512838.1 0.2144 18.35 0.048 –21.75 2002/05/15 S 4203 17 3121–7593
2010/05/08 H2 2400 36 3529–5988

095539.81 + 453217.0 0.2592 16.82 0.043 –23.73 2003/03/05 S 2160 33 3016–7323
2010/03/10 K 3000 34 3906–6214
2010/03/14 M 1800 33 2561–3819

101438.27 + 031211.1 0.4990 18.38 0.103 –23.92 2002/03/22 S 6600 13 2534–6152

102106.04 + 452331.8 0.3637 18.25 0.035 –23.15 2002/12/06 S 5100 11 2783–6762
2010/05/13 Pb 2000 14 2324–4117
2010/05/13 Pr 2000 4 4441–5423

102839.11 + 450009.4 0.5843 17.05 0.052 –25.61 2003/12/17 S 3840 24 2394–5820

104132.77 − 005057.4 0.3026 18.20 0.169 –22.87 2001/01/04 S 5400 29 2915–7079
2009/12/17 M 3600 13 3019–5834

105041.36 + 345631.4 0.2720 18.95 0.055 –21.73 2005/03/02 S 2600 11 2978–7250

105203.17 + 240505.0 0.4002 18.21 0.120 –23.52 2006/12/17 S 5884 47 2710–6586
2010/05/14 Pb 3000 50 2264–4010
2010/05/14 Pr 3000 45 4557–5515

110050.99 + 170934.2 0.3474 18.62 0.066 –22.70 2007/03/17 S 3602 12 2820–6844

110556.18 + 031243.2 0.3549 18.22 0.184 –23.27 2002/04/10 S 3301 23 2804–6806
2010/05/12 Pb 3000 8 2339–4143
2010/05/12 Pr 3000 15 4469–5459

110742.76 + 042134.2 0.3267 19.11 0.216 –22.20 2002/03/23 S 7203 13 2862–6950

111329.68 + 531338.7 0.2390 18.69 0.037 –21.66 2003/01/10 S 3301 9 3064–7443
2010/03/10 H2 1800 17 3461–5871

111537.93 + 542725.2 0.4187 18.17 0.043 –23.60 2003/01/10 S 3301 31 2676–6500
2010/02/08 H2 3600 32 3023–5127

111916.13 + 110107.1 0.3936 17.36 0.068 –24.28 2004/02/27 S 3900 34 2719–6617
2010/05/14 Pb 1350 26 2275–4029
2010/05/14 Pr 1350 23 4579–5542

112751.96 + 675042.7 0.1939 18.13 0.031 –21.70 2001/02/02 S 8100 28 3184–7756
2010/03/21 K 7200 38 4115–6553

113330.29 + 105223.2 0.5105 16.11 0.097 –26.24 2003/05/06 S 2100 57 2514–6105

113651.66 + 445016.4 0.1158 17.37 0.082 –21.28 2004/03/19 S 2100 26 3399–8264
2010/03/10 K 4500 25 4408–7013

113706.92 + 481943.6 0.2199 18.94 0.071 –21.25 2004/02/19 S 2200 9 3105–7557
2010/03/17 H2 2700 15 3514–5962

113904.33 + 465651.1 0.5245 19.78 0.060 –22.60 2004/02/15 S 2400 8 2490–6049
2010/03/06 H2 3600 12 2812–4771

115158.90 + 122128.9 0.1697 17.86 0.103 –21.72 2004/05/17 S 4200 30 3240–7884
2010/03/22 K 7200 24 4200–6689

115449.42 + 013443.5 0.4693 17.94 0.054 –24.14 2001/05/22 S 3978 29 2586–6276
2010/05/14 Pb 2161 24 2158–3822
2010/05/14 Pr 2160 35 4343–5256

115644.11 + 614741.5 0.2264 18.06 0.117 –22.23 2002/02/15 S 2525 20 3099–7519
2010/03/10 K 7200 34 4010–6380

120924.07 + 103612.1 0.3954 16.57 0.079 –25.09 2003/03/25 S 3165 65 2720–6609
2010/05/14 Pb 900 36 2272–4024
2010/05/14 Pr 900 52 4573–5535

121113.97 + 464711.9 0.2951 18.77 0.043 –22.11 2004/04/21 S 3720 12 2930–7120
2010/03/11 H2 2700 25 3310–5616
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Table 1—Continued

Exposure Rest-Frame
Object Name mV

b AV
c MV

d Observation Instr. Time Wavelength
SDSS J za (mag) (mag) (mag) Date (UT) Codee (s) S/N f Range (Å)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

122811.89 + 514622.7 0.3208 19.19 0.056 –21.92 2002/04/10 S 2701 14 2875–6982

123001.02 + 335901.3 0.4480 16.55 0.065 –25.42 2006/03/25 S 3000 51 2626–6368
2010/05/14 Pb 900 59 2189–3878
2010/05/14 Pr 900 51 4407–5334

124551.02 + 032128.4 0.2271 17.52 0.090 –22.76 2001/04/25 S 3004 34 3096–7515
2010/03/22 K 6000 13 4004–6376

125142.28 + 240435.3 0.1887 17.65 0.042 –22.13 2008/02/09 S 3905 29 3199–7758
2010/03/17 M 1800 19 4049–5398

125809.31 + 351943.0 0.3098 18.52 0.034 –22.48 2006/04/23 S 3000 17 2904–7063

130534.49 + 181932.9 0.1177 16.78 0.081 –21.91 2008/01/14 S 5405 42 3400–8251
2010/03/10 K 3000 27 4401–7002

131945.95 + 053002.7 0.3978 19.83 0.115 –21.88 2002/04/12 S 2402 8 2718–6597

132704.13 + 443505.0 0.3304 18.02 0.055 –23.16 2004/03/25 S 1920 19 2851–6930
2010/05/13 Pb 3000 37 2382–4221
2010/05/13 Pr 3000 20 4552–5559

133432.34 + 171147.0 0.2650 17.01 0.075 –23.64 2007/02/23 S 3004 37 3010–7290
2010/03/14 M 1800 18 2549–3802
2010/03/20 K 3000 35 3885–6184

134617.54 + 622045.4 0.1165 16.97 0.057 –21.68 2001/06/19 S 2702 29 3404–8259
2010/03/21 K 3600 32 4400–7007

140007.29 + 405357.6 0.1677 17.77 0.044 –21.72 2004/02/26 S 3600 32 3252–7897

140251.19 + 263117.5 0.1877 16.90 0.053 –22.87 2006/04/27 S 3200 40 3202–7786
2010/03/20 K 3000 43 4138–6587

140700.40 + 282714.6 0.0767 15.81 0.061 –21.87 2006/02/27 S 2250 75 3530–8588
2010/03/20 K 900 21 4564–7267

141213.61 + 021202.1 0.2952 18.11 0.147 –22.88 2001/03/25 S 2702 10 2933–7120

141300.53 + 401624.5 0.3632 18.25 0.023 –23.15 2003/07/03 S 2100 9 2785–6765
2010/06/09 M 5400 10 2851–5543

143123.52 + 392501.4 0.1606 17.76 0.033 –21.63 2003/06/07 S 2220 22 3270–7945
2010/03/21 K 6300 29 4234–6741

143455.31 + 572345.2 0.1756 17.24 0.036 –22.36 2002/06/16 S 2702 26 3233–7844
2010/03/20 K 3600 13 4180–6654

151132.53 + 100953.1 0.2813 17.49 0.130 –23.36 2006/04/25 S 6000 28 2968–7197
2010/05/12 Pb 3000 30 2474–4382
2010/05/12 Pr 3000 28 4726–5773

151443.07 + 365050.4 0.3711 16.68 0.072 –24.81 2004/03/19 S 2413 45 2766–6726
2010/05/12 Pb 3000 61 2312–4094
2010/05/12 Pr 3000 55 4418–5396

152316.31 − 004150.4 0.4447 18.31 0.314 –23.90 2000/05/09 S 4500 28 2625–6402
2010/05/14 Pb 3600 32 2194–3886
2010/05/14 Pr 3600 35 4416–5345

152939.29 + 203906.9 0.1504 17.05 0.228 –22.37 2007/04/17 S 3901 21 3304–8016
2010/03/10 K 3000 11 4276–6803
2010/06/08 M 5400 34 3385–6574

152942.20 + 350851.2 0.2877 18.50 0.079 –22.35 2003/06/24 S 2460 10 2948–7161
2010/05/12 Pb 3000 13 2461–4360
2010/05/12 Pr 3000 13 4703–5745

153434.47 + 514941.0 0.3569 18.04 0.041 –23.32 2002/04/14 S 3602 26 2799–6796
2010/05/12 Pb 3000 19 2336–4137
2010/05/12 Pr 3000 24 4464–5452
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Table 1—Continued

Exposure Rest-Frame
Object Name mV

b AV
c MV

d Observation Instr. Time Wavelength

SDSS J za (mag) (mag) (mag) Date (UT) Codee (s) S/N f Range (Å)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

153636.22 + 044127.0 0.3889 17.07 0.170 –24.64 2008/04/07 S 4806 50 2737–6639
2010/03/14 M 1800 16 2321–3462
2010/03/20 K 3000 44 3539–5633
2010/05/13 Pb 3000 36 2282–4042
2010/05/13 Pr 3000 49 4360–5325

153644.90 + 141229.7 0.3974 17.51 0.150 –24.24 2007/06/14 S 5105 34 2722–6599
2010/05/14 Pb 1800 47 2269–4018
2010/05/14 Pr 1800 34 4566–5527

154340.74 + 112801.3 0.4214 16.64 0.144 –25.25 2007/05/20 S 3003 38 2676–6488
2010/05/14 Pb 900 57 2231–3951
2010/05/14 Pr 900 27 4489–5434

154637.12 + 122832.5 0.3995 19.23 0.152 –22.53 2008/04/14 S 3505 12 2716–6588

155654.47 + 253233.5 0.1645 18.04 0.216 –21.58 2005/06/02 S 4400 24 3259–7919
2010/05/13 H2 1800 38 3680–6244

160243.91 + 174503.9 0.3565 16.71 0.138 –24.74 2005/07/05 S 4200 68 2799–6798
2010/05/12 Pb 2100 21 2337–4139
2010/05/12 Pr 2100 31 4464–5453

160536.63 + 134838.5 0.4407 18.06 0.165 –23.97 2008/04/12 S 3726 12 2638–6401
2010/05/14 Pb 3000 18 2201–3898
2010/05/14 Pr 3000 16 4430–5361

161911.24 + 501109.2 0.2345 17.47 0.067 –22.87 2008/03/01 S 4502 35 3079–7469
2010/06/09 M 5400 56 3147–6119

162914.09 + 151415.3 0.3124 17.43 0.209 –23.76 2006/05/25 S 4300 33 2898–7026
2010/05/12 Pb 3000 22 2415–4277
2010/05/12 Pr 3000 23 4614–5636

163020.77 + 375656.4 0.3945 17.90 0.033 –23.71 2003/05/31 S 1800 20 2723–6613
2010/05/13 Pb 3000 44 2273–4027
2010/05/13 Pr 3000 24 4344–5305

165118.61 + 400124.8 0.3573 17.21 0.062 –24.17 2001/05/21 S 4501 54 2798–6794
2010/05/12 Pb 2400 24 2335–4136
2010/05/12 Pr 2400 26 4462–5450

165255.90 + 312343.8 0.5928 17.88 0.100 –24.86 2003/05/31 S 4800 9 2383–5789
2010/06/08 M 5400 12 2444–4747

170341.82 + 383944.7 0.5542 18.96 0.134 –23.65 2001/06/11 S 3902 16 2446–5933

171448.50 + 332738.2 0.1802 16.84 0.053 –22.83 2008/05/05 S 5404 40 3223–7813
2010/03/21 K 3000 32 4163–6629

172711.81 + 632241.8 0.2176 17.07 0.102 –23.11 2000/09/02 S 3600 17 3111–7570
2010/03/22 K 7200 9 4035–6425
2010/06/09 M 5400 51 3190–6202

180545.11 + 225137.8 0.3856 17.69 0.344 –24.18 2005/06/13 S 3900 40 2738–6655
2010/05/13 Pb 3000 10 2287–4052
2010/05/13 Pr 3000 7 4371–5338
2010/05/14 Pb 3000 44 2288–4052
2010/05/14 Pr 3000 42 4606–5574

aThe redshift of the object as measured in this paper from the peak wavelenth of [O iii] λ5007 line.

bThe apparent V magnitude, determined from the SDSS PSF magnitudes, as described in §4 of the text.

cThe Galactic visual extinction, taken from Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998)

dThe absolute V magnitude, computed as described in §4 of the text.

eThe telescope and instrument configuration, as described in Table 2.

fThe signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the continuum near the line of interest. When the spectrum includes the Hβ line we

give the S/N in the continuum near this line, at 4600 Å. If the spectrum includes only the Mg ii λ2800 line, we give the

S/N in the continuum near this line, at 2900 Å.
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Table 2

List of Telescopes and Instruments

Instrument Resolutiona

Code Observatory, Telescope, and Spectrograph Spectral Elements (Å)

S SDSS 2.5m, SDSS spectrograph 640, 440 mm−1 grisms, d = 3′′ fibers 2.7

M MDM, Hiltner 2.4m, Boller & Chivens CCD spectrograph G350L grating (150 mm−1), 1.′′0 slit 7.6

K KPNO, Mayall 4m, Ritchie-Cretien spectrograph KPC-007 grating (600 mm−1), 1.′′5 slit 3.1

Pb Palomar, Hale 5m, Double Spectrograph blue arm: 600 mm−1 grating, 1.′′5 slit 4.0
Pr red arm: 600 mm−1 grating, 1.′′5 slit 3.1

H1 Hobby-Eberly Telescope, Low-Resolution Spectrograph G1 grism (300 mm−1), 1.′′5 slit 14.5
H2 G2 grism (600 mm−1), 1.′′5 slit 5.6

Table 3

Properties of Narrow Emission Lines

Obs. Flux Relative to [O iii]a Corr. Flux Relative to [O iii]b FWHM (km s−1)d

Obs. Corr.

Object [Ne v] [O ii] [Ne iii] Hβ F[O III]
a [Ne v] [O ii] [Ne iii] Hβ F[O III]

b L[O III]
c [Ne v] [Ne iii] Hβ [O iii]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

J001224 <0.055 0.462 0.346 0.128 3.59 <0.058 0.483 0.359 0.129 3.95 5.73 ... 910 510 540
J002444 0.200 0.130 0.242 0.193 7.77 0.207 0.133 0.247 0.194 8.19 44.0 890 910 420 420
J015530 0.157 0.166 0.184 0.237 16.9 0.162 0.171 0.189 0.238 18.0 12.5 670 550 470 290
J020011 <0.105 0.140 0.220 0.215 3.58 <0.109 0.143 0.225 0.215 3.77 15.5 ... 1150 720 800
J021259 0.054 0.132 0.086 0.075 31.5 0.056 0.137 0.089 0.075 34.0 174. 430 490 450 440
J022014 <0.112 0.564 0.151 0.219 3.90 <0.116 0.579 0.155 0.220 4.14 5.14 ... 560 400 370

The remaining objects have been omitted

aIntegrated line fluxes are expressed relative to the integrated flux of the [O iii] λ5007 line in units of 10−15erg cm−2 s−1, as measured from
the observed spectrum, without any corrections. The uncertainty is 5% or less, unless otherwoise noted.

bIntegrated line fluxes are expressed relative to the integrated flux of the [O iii] λ5007 line in units of 10−15erg cm−2 s−1, after correcting for
Galactic extinction, as described in §4.2 of the text. The uncertainty is 5% or less, unless otherwoise noted.

cThe luminosity of the [O iii] λ5007 line in units of 1037 erg s−1, after correcting for Galactic extinction (see §4.2 of the text).

dThe full width at half maximum of the emission lines, corrected for the finite resolution of the spectrograph as described in §4.2 of the text.
The value is omitted when the line is not detected.

eThe uncertainty in these measurements is 10–15%

fThe spectrum of J092712 includes two sets of narrow lines therefore we report te properties of each set in separate rows. The first row gives
the properties of the set that is blueshifted and appears to be at the same redshift as the broad lines. The second row gives the properties of the
set that is reshifted and has no broad lines associated with it.
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Table 4

Properties of Broad Hβ Profiles

Peak Centroid Velocity Pearson
FWHM FWQM Velocity Shift Velocity Shift Dispersion Skewness Skewness

Object (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) Coefficient Coefficient
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

J001224 3590 8630 –1870 ± 80 280 3530 0.253 –0.197
J002444 9320 13450 –720 ± 150 –80 3720 0.113 –0.056
J015530 7320 9180 1430 ± 130 610 3100 –0.039 0.045
J020011 7660 12490 1650 ± 60 460 3570 0.333 0.025
J021259 7990 11570 –2300 ± 40 –10 3830 0.323 –0.106
J022014 8210 10560 –470 ± 90 950 3240 0.495 –0.102

The remaining objects have been omitted

aThe redshift of the object as measured in this paper from the peak wavelenth of [O iii] λ5007 line.

bThe apparent V magnitude, determined from the SDSS PSF magnitudes, as described in §4 of the text.

cThe Galactic visual extinction, taken from Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998)

dThe absolute V magnitude, computed as described in §4 of the text.

eThe telescope and instrument configuration, as described in Table 2.

fThe signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the continuum near the line of interest. When the spectrum includes the

Hβ line we give the S/N in the continuum near this line, at 4600 Å. If the spectrum includes only the Mg ii λ2800

line, we give the S/N in the continuum near this line, at 2900 Å.

Table 5

Reasults of Cross-Correlation Analysis

Broad Hβ Shifta Broad Hβ Shifta Broad Hβ Shifta

Object (km s−1) Object (km s−1) Object (km s−1)

J001224 +125+35
−30 J102106 [−250, +310] J141300 . . . d

J002444 [−310, +110] J104132 . . . d J143123 . . . b

The remaining objects have been omitted

aNumbers with error bars denote a statistically significant shift. Pairs of numbers in square brackets
denote upper and lower limits on the shift. A positive shift means that the post-SDSS spectrum is shifted
towards longer wavelengths.

bThe broad Hβ profile varied substantially between observations, thus a meaningful shift could not be
determined. These variaitons may include large changes in the profile shape or changes in the width that
cause the two wings of the line to move in opposite directions.

cVariability of the broad Hβ line profile affects our ability to determine a shift and increases the uncer-
tainties.

dThe low S/N in the followup spectrum does not allow us to get meaningful constraints on the shift.


